Road and Paths
Any further comments you have on Roads and Paths?
All roads to be adopted by the council, i.e. Croft Road etc
Many paths with bad holes in to fall over and no or poor lighting
Speed limit of 20MPF should only apply in Town Centre
Too Many potholes
The current speed limits are excellent if adhered to.
There is a good network of paths
Fill in pot holes

It would help if shopkeepers volunteered to clear their frontage.

as stated above
2d - shop keepers pay enough in rates etc without being responsible for road sweeping
Item 2e - community wardens could note on their rounds
most need a good tidy up
Dog fouling regulations should be enforced
Enforce dog fouling and parking penalties. Pot Holes
it is difficult for the elderly to keep gardens in good condition
cycle paths and improvements to cracked pavements
state of some roads and footpaths are appalling
They are poorly maintained, rarely swept
poorly maintained, too many holes and too many areas of both flooded too easily - particularly High Street pavement by the
burger bar and Budgens car park. Serious drainage problems
bad potholes in the High Street near Sessions House and in East Street. Terrible for bike users. Also Manor Road from the
Joy to the new flats (eastpoint) the road is very uneven just where a bike goes
Centre of the roads are breaking up and holes are appearing everywhere
please set a 20MPH limit W.E.F the wave so there can be no excuse for crazy behaviour seen on Kingsway, Constable Drive
East Beach Car Park
Better repair work would be appreciated. I think there should be stricter attention on road speed
amount paid by taxation by all means improvement to be made
introduction of more dog waste bins to individual estates. Irresponsible dog owners drop polythene bags of dog waste on
footpaths e.g. old farm road access to spinney close.
we need traffic wardens to stop cars parking on double yellow lines in High Street. It blocks the road and causes traffic jams
the road is not adequate for the amount of traffic in Selsey due to amount of new housing being built
paths and roads full of pot holes. Total replacing necessary
20 MPH speed limit at schools and in housing estates. If householders fail to keep hedges trimmed - warn them then charge
them
pavements to much of an angle. Slope for the elderly
On a general basis our roads are a disgrace, still pot holes everywhere, out of level plane in roads such as Lingfield, paths are
also a disgrace, buses bounce down Merryfield Drive, roads everywhere, road needs to be completely resurfaced it’s a
disgrace - buses need to slow down - our properties shake at times in Merryfield
The Bill end of Green Lane verges are overgrown
there are lengths of road where pedestrians are forced to walk on the road. This can mean deaths at night
cycle path along the B2145 and in Selsey
either more rubbish bins on the High Street (near the rock shop) or more road sweeping over the weekend
the lorries seem to be getting bigger. The B2145 is not suitable for them
most side roads are uneven and holed, some are dangerous to walkers
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Any further comments you have on Roads and Paths?
shops should not clutter pavements with A-boards as it makes it difficult to pass people or trying to get up to pavement
when crossing side roads. East Beach one way and East Street pavements overgrown. When drains on pavements have been
cleaned or repaired they lay black cement which is higher than the drains. Persons with bad eyesight could well trip over this
bad workmanship. There are quite a few drops needs seeing to help buggy, wheelchair owners to cross side and main roads.
fill in cracks and potholes on all roads and paths
more road sweeping
side roads full of pot holes, more dog poo bins on public footpaths and roads, especially side roads
paths in side roads very bad (please check out my paths (Glen Crescent) especially round bungalows where the elderly live
some paths in Selsey need re-surfacing
pot holes everywhere. Beach Road dreadful. A danger to cyclists and invalid buggies. Pavements a disgrace especially Beach
Road. Parking on grass verges especially Beach Road where householders have not paid for dropped curbs
Pot holes everywhere, danger to cyclists and invalid buggies. Beach Road tarmac pavement is a disgrace. Parking on grass
verge causes a muddy quagmire where householders have not installed drop kerbs
have no comment on 2d & 2e
the green verge outside the One Stop shop in the High Street is an eye sore because vans / lorries park on it. The paving
slabs on the shop side are cracked and dangerous
house holders should be made to sweep up shingle that comes from there drives
walking from Lloyds to Boots chemists or vice versa very uneven pavement
the paths are in a very bad state and as an elderly person I find it difficult to walk outside - I feel safer in the road.
Needs island in road @ St Peters Crescent end of High Street. There is no zebra crossing there and I've nearly been killed
with speeding traffic. The lower end of the High Street (St Peters Cres / White Horse Bunns Pk.) No where to cross the
road, cars come from and to the Chichester road at full speed. Children, elderly and others cannot get across the road
without fear of being injured
Park Lane to be 'Made up'
weekly check for and filling of potholes in roads. Make School Lane one-way
no road sweeper into our cul-de-sac Harcourt Way. I've spoken to Mr Hodd Highways several times. Paths uneven and
dangerous especially round East Beach shops
road making on B2145 are poor, cats eyes needed on central white line. Roads outside schools (East St / High St) need
traffic calming schemes such as speed humps, camera
cycle track all the way from Selsey to Chichester, also path
paths are uneven and dangerous to wheelchair users, people with invalid motors, mums with prams and for elderly
pedestrians
increasing potholes in roads to be filled in
poor road markings / signs at junctions in Selsey
The footpath between Horsefield Road and Paddock Lane should be swept more frequently. I usually clear the weeds and
clear it - in fact I've never seen it being cleared by anyone other than me
2e - many paths 50% obstructed.
Require more maintenance; cash resource should target 'basics'
complete lack of maintenance over last few years
more maintenance
there are a number of potholes in Selsey which should be repaired
dog walkers should be prosecuted for allowing their dogs to foul paths and not cleaning up after
get rid of dogs
pot holes and road repair need to be sorted
road full of potholes esp West Street near shops. Pavements very poor, wall being destroyed in same place
2d - they pay rent so really council should also sweep pavements daily; 2e - It is very upsetting for disabled and able
pedestrians; 2f - too many heavy lorries, sadly we all know from where and why! Too little money spent by WSCC!!
side roads EG Grafton have frequent and deep pot holes. People double park in East Street when dropping off . Picking up
school children * see note in 3j
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I think some improvement could be carried out at the junction of Church Road and Manor Road i.e. improved lighting and
signage as this junction is probably the busiest junction in Selsey, following all the recent house building
2d - it is in their own interest to promote trade
pavements in Constable Drive and Marine Drive area are awkward for wheelchairs etc - so uneven. Cracks in Marine Drive
are slowly widening - one has been in the road for 15 years - I should know - I live opposite it
heavy lorries loading outside Manhood merchants at peak times cause traffic hold-ups. The traffic lights outside Budgens are
unnecessary and cause backups right past school lane. Add these two together and some mornings there is traffic chaos
The condition of most inner roads in Selsey are a disgrace and left to deteriorate over the years
about time the pot holes in the roads were filled in
town roads should be kept in better conditions. Pot holes etc should be repaired more often
what's the point of fixing holes which must cost the earth / why not do them properly
ban tractors during peak traffic flow on B2145. Also dustbin collection on that road should be in off peak
2c - would support 30mph. 2f - the roads and pavements in areas in Selsey are an absolute disgrace, especially the bus
route - East Street, Merryfield and Constable Drive and Beach Road
2c - why? 2d - good idea but they won’t do it. 2f - roads not swept often enough. Fines for dog fouling footpaths
there are too many pot holes in roads and pavements and stop cars parking on the High Street especially taxis.
lot of pot holes at junction of Manor Road and Beach Road, and need lights to cross these as its terrible to try to cross over.
Fill in pot holes.
restrict in full cycling on paths and sea wall
mobility vehicles kept on road not pavement. Restrict speed to 3 - 5 mph. These driver are becoming a menace
2e is a sensitive issue as hedges are important for environmental issues and there must be some elderly people in Selsey who
cannot afford gardeners to have their hedges cut back
mend pot holes. Keep foot paths proper width
paths should be kept from pot holes so we do not fall over
not very well maintained. Not enough dropped kerbs too much parking on pavement
paths need re-doing
road in Selsey are full of potholes, Constable Drive, Merryfield Road, Manor Road (north), Albion Road. All dangerous for
cyclists and smaller cars
very poorly kept up considering council tax
repair existing side roads and paths re potholes
2c - from where to end where? 2d - Insurance implications? Who pays?

2e - Highways

it would be nice if dog owners would use bins provided and not discard waste in plastic bags in hedges
2c - you will need the police to enforce it as the yobs who drive like madness now need to be stopped. 2f - speed cameras
and police to control the mad yobs element drivers - we all know who they are (the silver fiat, the black VW) why do the
police do nothing about them
if we choose to live in Selsey we must tolerate the rural use of B2145
more checks on alleyways even though there are notices they are still full of dogs mess. I am a dog lover but find the mess
offensive
mend potholes
High Street could be bricked over - better for pedestrians. Car park at East Street only for cars - not vans or lorries
not to have fences on boundaries on open planned properties
why cant the services get together when digging up the road, instead of doing the same bit over and over
no parking up on grass verges plus caravans should not be parked on driveway or front garden
very poor for anyone with walking aids
get rid of the traffic lights at Budgens
potholes should receive more prompt attention certain roads get regular 'flood spots' e.g. junction Manor Road / Church
Road. Nothing is done to prevent them
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the amount of time the councils use, especially on the side roads is a disgrace. When are these side roads going to be
properly maintained. The dirt and the holes are unbelievable
Sea wall cleared of pebbles more often. B2145 paved to a higher standard i.e. as A road such as the Wittering road which
has less traffic and considerably less large heavy vehicles. Road works to be completed in far less time by using more
workers with a supervisor to ensure they get on with the job. Financial penalties if they fail to complete on time.
a greater check on speedsters and East Beach shop are of parking should be improved
the footpaths are generally in a disgusting state of repair
Road in Selsey need checking regularly for pot holes, particularly round East Beach area
foot paths kept cut back in summer particularly where stinging nettles grow
pot holes need to be kept to a minimum
all potholes repaired on all roads
pot holes in road. East Beach Road patched but back in place really really quickly. Some of the footpaths with weeds , dog
muck are disgusting
more people enforcing fines for dog mess on paths
European lorries going to fish factory on East Beach to slow down, also drivers to Natures Way need clear directions. Many
stop to go in at old entrance and have to turn at roundabout (Manor Road), clipping kerb etc and not thinking of pedestrians
and other road users
speed ramps on roads like Kingsway, Constable Drive, Manor Road / Grafton Road
on B2145 maintain road edges. Stop all parking on footpaths (2 wheels + 4)
not enough white lines on roads
too many pot holes
perhaps community wardens could walk the roads and see all the paths obstructed by hedges and also many cars parked on
the pavements and many with no road tax
2c - far better to enforce existing limits
2c - 30 mph yes
I live in East Street and believe that it will take a child being injured coming out of school to slow people down. I would
therefore urge for there to be the introduction of speed bumps outside the school
several pot holes need filling. Could be fatal to bikes
no parking in the High Street, except deliveries. Speed bumps on Mill Lane - road to caravan park
A lot of the roads in Selsey Town, major side roads off the High Street, especially Merryfield Drive have major potholes
less dirt on main roads. From tractors. Should be made to clean up
Litter free please
too many cars parked on footpaths. Give them a 'ticket'
problems with crossing Manor Road, especially Beach & Church Rd "corner" very dangerous crossing at the corner, cars
rush around, I nearly got knocked over. 'Blind' crossings are not placed in safe corners. Need crossings e.g. Mountwood and
Manor Road - vans etc parked on Manor Road too, obscuring oncoming traffic
Since Manor Road has become a direct route out of Selsey it takes ages to wait for a safe crossing for elderly and children.
The vans and cars parked outside houses in Manor Road, obstructs the view to oncoming traffic. To say nothing of cars
sweeping round from Church Road etc
potholes
2e - if they are able
road maintenance is terrible
During the heavy rains the paths that are very narrow near the top end of East Street and myself and my wife were soaked by
traffic that hit holes where water had lain. We complained to the building firm, who did apologise but we still had to go
home and change
a 20mph limit overall is not realistic but East Beach Road should have a limit and parking outside of the shops is a problem
for cars reversing out and for pedestrians as well. Some cars race past without a care. Re hedges, I have to contact
Highways & Byways every year because of the hedge at no 2 East Bank. Its 5 foot high and never trimmed, also brambles
poke through at eye level. What happened to the rule open plan which the rest of us abide to?
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2d - should be in addition to the councils street cleaning
pavement generally poor
more litter collection and dog mess clearing
All Selsey roads are in poor state of repair and need resurfacing and paths
better maintenance of flagstone paths Seal Road and adjoining roads need re-surfacing
as a pedestrian stop cars parking on pavements and mobile buggies should use the road
The potholes, even on council adopted roads are horrendous. Manor Road, now a major route into the town is exceptionally
bad
the rough area of trees / bushes between the lifeboat station + fish farm next to Kingsway sign should be removed and
grassed so as to upgrade appearance
restrictions on size of vehicles as roads too narrow to cope with them - dangerous
all pavements need redoing, another road into Selsey would be sensible probably from roundabout at the north end or Manor
Road
very poor around Selsey
the unadopted roads in Selsey are a disgrace. In particular Latham Road is dangerous with no footpath and no lights. An
accident waiting to happen
potholes regularly filled in
the weed in the gutter and foot paths should be sprayed
Bad siting of drainage causes very poor surface water, although when I complained of water outside of no 16 it was quickly
repaired thank you.
poor maintenance
2c - maybe 30mph. 2f - Poor!
they are a disgrace
Manor road should have a 20 mph speed limit. It's nickname is currently the Selsey M4. Grafton Road should also have
20mph limit. Clear on-street parking in St.Peter's Crescent - this is a safety issue as parked cars create a single lane for 2 way
traffic and the bend prevents a clear view. Do not put in sleeping policemen
enforce existing speed limits
fill in pot holes. A new road sign for Glen Crescent
the paths need ongoing repair
maintenance on our roads should be a lot better and there should provision for bicycle paths. Both need attention
both need attention
the junction at the Fisherman's Joy should be changed back to allow East Street traffic right of way - it is impossible to see
down Manor Road when you are turning to pull out from Albion Road
urgent need to upgrade footpath paving as uneven in many places and dangerous for the old and infirm
more cleaning of paths - especially alleys
stop poor parking in the High Street and miss use of disabled badges
new road joining the roundabout south of natures way to take traffic east of the town avoiding the High Street
existing speed limits and footpath laws are adequate but are not enforced:- once again this is down to almost total lack of
police presence
2c - a speed limit on Hillfield Road should be applied also Seal Road. 2e - parish and district have powers to ensure such 2f some footpath surfaces poor
bridle ways
pot holes are exceptionally prevalent - Seal Road and the beginning of West Street into Crablands - overloaded by West
Sands traffic and heavy gravel lorries for beach restoration
lots of paths uneven, pot holes in roads - not very good at all
Selsey pavements are not even . Very dangerous for walking along or pushchairs etc
paths in Selsey are in a terrible state
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most of the roads in Selsey are in an appalling condition, with bad surfaces caused by badly completed works to services i.e.
electricity, phones and drains
on the B2145 since I have been here there have been at least 7, 2 car crashes where people fail to stick to the 30 limits in the
built up areas
foot paths in East Beach area i.e. Roundstone Way - Harcourt need resurfacing - safer to walk in the road
A few years ago the cul-de-sac North Road was re-surfaced. East Street, which is very busy is a disgrace and should be resurfaced as a matter of urgency
Same as 2b. Except again attention to detail. Filled in holes in Grove Road which then became bumps!! One big hole that
was missed repaired 4 weeks later. Again who checks the workmanship!!
the pavement on the south side of Beach Road. From the clockhouse to Holford Green is uneven with large pools of water
when it rains
2c - yes to 20mph. Pot holes
condition of the road has got worse since the gas company works. The number of speed changes are only causing traffic
hold-ups. A constant speed of 30mph with police attendance would keep traffic moving
there are not enough good dropped kerbs for buggy users and pram pushers - there are too many potholes not repaired on
the roads
2d - restaurant frontages in parts of Selsey are sometimes very dirty, also slippery and a danger to the old. 2f - more
discipline as regards dog dirt on pavements. Discipline needed. Dennys Close area going into Selsey. Also playing fields
2c - some roads need speed limits like the road near the Bill pub past Whitewaves. 2e - some people like elderly people cant
or cant afford to have someone to do it, so I'm not sure
road / pavement sweeping should be done by council staff
quite often holes and dips in paths and road left too long before being done. I must say grass verges are cut good and
frequently. Pity about not removing grass. Never looks finished
fines in place for dog fouling and vomiting etc if caught
both need attention particularly for shoppers also side roads are holed
ever appearing pot holes to be filled in and a crossing at Selsey Centre
more dog waste bins (very good but more would help)
More policing of the roads especially for those who race up and down all night, who cause unnecessary accidents
Tree prunings, dogs mess, and rubbish left Fisherman Walk
I thought householders were responsible for the upkeep of their hedges and trees anyway
crossing in Manor Road with Church Road and East Beach Road should be a small roundabout. Footpaths need
maintenance - path between Sunnymead Drive and back of James Street - paths from sea front up to Fishermans Walk
High Street could be 20mph zone
The parade metal grill path and road be repaired. The hole outside new Martlet flats and shops the slopping of red brick riles
from Barclays to Somerfields
2c - no to this because there are so many who ignore 30mph and would also ignore 20mph
after we have solved some of the major problems. You will have claims that the Chichester routes are dangerous. The roads
are inanimate. Not so! What makes them dangerous is the pratts who use them. Good drivers adjust to the road conditions
it seems to me that WSCC is only concerned with the upkeep or roads etc in Chichester (i.e. £500,000 improvement of East
Gate Sq) and does not maintain any roads in Selsey to an acceptable standard
2d - they pay rates for this 2f - the side roads are never swept or cleaned. How about the town council having another go at
taking over this service from CDC
there are many potholes in the roads, i.e. Beach Road, Manor Road - especially round East Beach area
not everyone is fit enough or wealthy enough o employ gardeners
the paths are so bad that people that use motorised trolleys ride in the road
dog fouling on grass verges more signs to tell them it is illegal and a mess
most of the paths especially in the High Street are very uneven + lots of roads
prosecute dog walkers who leave dog mess
dog patrols to ensure, fouling is cleaned by the owners
how can we have a 'b' road in the condition of the B2145 serving a town
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Warner Lane, I would like to see the short stretch of footpath alongside West Mount caravan park being paved and the path
extended to the junction with paddock lane
far too many HGV using B2145, but this will never be stopped because of Natures Way and who owns it. This company
should be held responsible for repairs
B2145 has too many potholes
enforce anti littering and chewing gum disposal more strictly
2d - if it was me I would - presentation. 2f - people cycling on the paths. Apart from that they are good
lots of roads in Selsey are poorly maintained
more cycle paths. West Street always floods and pedestrians get splashed by traffic. Enforce dog owners to clean up
the hedges n the corner of Wellington Gardens and the High Street should be cut, they snag your trousers, stockings etc and
it is almost impossible to walk on the pavement. PS Please stop people parking on grass verges, most have big enough drives
to park in
try to stop dog owners letting their dogs pooh on the grass verges and then not picking it up
I live in North Road - 25A. After heavy rain a huge puddle gathers by my drive. The soakaway is some yards further along
and doesn't clear the water quickly
crackdown needed on dog mess. Cut down on people parking on grass verges and paths
more doggy bins
more facility on kerbs for wheelchairs. Not such an extreme camber into the road on the pavement in East Street, it is quite
scary when riding in a buggy
footpaths could be better kept and please keep focus on more cycleways to allow locals and visitors best access to our town
and countryside with need of a car
the paths are too narrow in places
would like to see more cycle paths and less pot holes in the B2145
grass verges adjacent to pavements are poorly maintained and dog fouled. If they can't be looked after, pave them over to
provide broader footpaths
footpaths need resurfacing
all the Langmead traffic do terrific damage to the roads
if traffic kept to 30mph instead of what they choose would be fine. Also more effort on stopping people parking on double
yellow lines please
the road is too narrow and winding for the increasing amount of traffic - if there were a way of reducing traffic, especially
huge trucks, I'd welcome it
most of Selseys roads are in very bad shape with potholes and dips. It is time for the unadopted roads to be brought up to
standard and taken over by the council. Why are we left out?
car parking on pavements should be prohibited as it obstructs prams, wheel chairs etc
improvements needed in Manor Road, the pavements
2d - why New York? When I worked at a village shop every Monday morning I swept a carrier bag of rubbish of the
frontage and cleaned up pavement and door area of sick etc. 2f - the pathway between the butchers and solicitors into
Horsefield has children and others eating fast food and drinking and leaving containers and smashing bottles, mainly Sat &
Fri night. Why is there nothing done about it? Also no bin for dog waste. This path is used as a dog loo. Why is there no
waste bin in the middle and end of path??? I know from a local resident that the litter bins was removed because some local
had put their own litter in it. So why take it away to punish everyone else? Maybe if the bin was replaced maybe the
blockheads that use that path might use the bin.
pot holes need more urgent attention
deept potholes at junction of Constable Drive and Beach Road. Deep potholes on Manor Road, between Beach Rd and
Selsey Centre
some of the roads are full of patches and potholes and parking on some roads is downright dangerous, especially Manor
Road and High St and East St
unprintable
regular commitment to repair road and paths over a 20 year plan to bring them all up to standard
there ought to be more of an effort to keep all of the road clean in Selsey and more traffic wardens plus enforced fine for
people who leave dog mess on the road
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more traffic wardens to enforce penalties for people parking in ridiculous place i.e. over driveways and on yellow lines etc
maintenance of surfaces to a safe standard especially important re young and elderly
better cycle tracks on B2145
better cycle paths leaving road for vehicles making cyclist safer would encourage more cyclists which is healthier and more
environmentally friendly
Seal Road should become public at public expense
more signs and bins to encourage people to dispose of litter responsibility
generally pot holes in roads
Manor Road from new roundabout through Grafton Road is a race track. Something should be done
traffic light sequence for turning right into car park by Fire Station - traffic from Chi turn right 1st? Difficulty crossing road no footpath - when car parked at football ground. Also - cars parked on pavement and double yellow lines
2d - unless there was more respect from litter louts. 2e - should also apply to farmers on the B2145. 2f - junction priorities
Manor Road, Grafton Road, East Street need to be changed back. Proper resurfacing on major roads i.e. High Street, Manor
Road (all), East Street, Church Road, Beach Road
drivers in Selsey are mostly considerate but on many occasions cars race through the High Street with music blaring, a
nightmare. At times we are slowed to 5mph by disabled scooters, preferable
what we do not want are road humps. They damage the car and the road surface on either side wears out fast. We have
experience of the obnoxious hazard from living in Kingston
cars parked on paths
the verges would benefit from more regular cutting on the entrance to the village
too much heavy traffic
too much bad parking. Too much pavement cycling and ignoring red lights
not wheelchair friendly
more foot paths and street lighting between Hunston and Selsey
more trees along the roads / paths - aesthetics and environment
paths outside One-stop dreadful. Seal Road needs proper surfacing - also High Street and Grove Road
2c - not a blanket ban but more roads should have it. 2e - but sensitivity would need to be applied as it is not always easy for
all householders to do this. 2f - I would be useful to set up a scheme whereby volunteers who regularly walk footpaths in the
parish report any problems to the council. I have often noticed problems with signage and the accessibility of paths outside
the urban area
the road that leads from town centre at the back of playing field on to school lane double lines need to be at the end (not near
road) as at present school children are often at risk on the pavement by cars speeding to kerbside. It an accident waiting to
happen
the path by one stop is dreadful
cycle route around Selsey and around Manhood Peninsula - link Selsey directly to Bracklesham Bay
yes they are all in need of repair. The roads have huge pot holes in them and the footpaths are a hazard to pedestrians
to many pot holes very dangerous
paths need repair, they are uneven and poorly surfaced particularly in the village centre. Shopkeepers should not be allowed
to display outside their shops it is both dangerous and unsightly
sleeping policeman to slow boy racers on Hillfield Road.
I also have a buggy and find pavements difficult in places. I cannot get on a bus
20 mph speed limit is good but only if it can be successfully enforced
why should shop keepers have to sweep their frontage, when they, like the rest of us, pay extortionate council tax for this
sort of thing (road sweepers with brooms etc) to be done
far too many weeds on pathways and the gutters in most of the roads a weed killer spray could help contain this. Large
potholes by East Beach shopping parade been there for ages
dangerous corner on Ferry Bend, Dangerous parking - St Peters Church and adjacent roads
the only path I would like to be kept clear is the footpaths along the seafront as I cannot walk there in the winter because of
the stones
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fill in pot holes
is there any point to this survey. I expect nothing will happen to our roads or paths or anything
in general better than many major routes
use some of the large kerbing to use for pull in parking i.e. East Beach Rd. This would save lots of bother when exiting East
Street (Fisherman's Joy) towards High St cannot see road because of parked vehicles
very poor
more maintenance
they are all in a terrible state, Manor Road, Grove Road, Coxes Road, the road and foot ways in the Parade are disastrous
and very dangerous
quite a few pathways are dangerous to pedestrians and for disabled buggies. Quite a few roads have serious pot holes
the roads are disgusting, urgent repairs needed now
more traffic wardens, doing their job. Pavements need lots of attention. Need more street cleaning, esp. gutters. Weeding etc
the dustmen empty the bins then for an extra 1 inch of the drive leave them in the middle of the pavement
very poor quality. Many path edges at the road do not have a slope. Difficult for buggy wheelchair uses
2c - who would police it? 2d - We're not New York anyway, who needs it? 2e - it’s the law now or hadn’t you noticed? 2f replace the worn-out pink and grey with good tarmac
too many of our local roads and the B2145 are broken, pot holed, and in places dangerous. Ad hoc patching by the
authorities don’t last long and not comprehensive they often have to return within 2-4 weeks after just doing the most sever
pot holes. And leaving the small (6 - 12 ") ones to get worse before doing anything to them - why?
the biggest fault is near the East Beach shops roundabout. Roundstone Way and Beach Rd near the sea are poor
level paths to be created around peninsula to enable disabled access between Hillfield Rd (past Grafton Rd which has 2 - 3'
drop) to East Beach
many roads have terrible pot holes which are in need of repair
they should be stricter control of dog walkers clearing up their dogs mess I am a dog owner and always clean my dogs mess
up, the people who don’t should be ashamed of themselves
2d - town council should. 2f - foot path at the back of James Street, from pub to top of James Street - needs more light and
maintenance
would like to have a footpath on B2145 from Park Lane to Manor Road
I use a road buggy round the Listening Post and the so called repairs to a busy road are appalling and a greater hazard to a
disabled person very dangerous. Also top of Beach Road going Church Road need some better planning or lights
cars parking partly on pavements parking on double yellow lines in High Street
if B2145 is improved to any extent it will give rise to more developments in Selsey
cars parked on grassed area are making area look very down i.e. Manor Road
I help to run a blind club in Selsey. 2e is a very sore subject to the blind
pot holes should be dealt with quicker
B2145 is a terrible road, but 90% of blame is the fools who drive it
potholes should be filled in not be left to get (Pye Park) bigger
some roads would benefit from speed humps - Manor Lane! Drivers reach very high speeds towards Drift Road. Would like
roundabout at junction of Beach Road and Manor Road
regular checks on uneven paving and a quick response to correcting it
excess dog mess on the grass verges Old Farm Road needs to be cleared and stopped. Dog owners should be held
responsible and their dogs destroyed if they do not comply
roads and paths are uneven and poorly maintained in certain parts
The Selsey roads are a disgrace, pot holes everywhere
paths very uneven, liable to trip anyone with leg problems
state of roads is poor - many potholes which should be repaired properly as when they are just filled in they are back in a few
weeks
far too many potholes and deep ones. Sloping pavements need levelling. Church Road needs speed camera at the bottom
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fill in holes
side roads in Selsey have more pot holes and breakups increasing each year. Seal Road looking pathetic near pub
plan works better. Give information regarding forthcoming works as you leave Selsey. Stop using poor contractors -(I have
worked in Highways Depts and I would never use people who do such poor work)
maintain paths where they are up
Main access roads (i.e. Beach Road and Manor Road) should not be allowed to have cars parked on the side of road. The
old Stargazer junction (new access road to new roundabout) should now be a roundabout
fill holes in
some roads used as race track
there is a railing at the bus stop near the garage which has been hit and has yet to be repaired. Bus stop - where shrubbery is
involved needs regularly cutting back
road and paths in poor condition
numerous potholes - need more 'pothole' patrols by WSCC
poor pavement condition. poor road surfaces
2d - local authorities should do it. 2f - Double yellow lines right up to Albion Road from Kingsway both sides as large
vehicles, buses etc find it hard to turn. An accident waiting to happen. Paths uneven. Road very poor, especially at the edges
dangerous for cyclists
dangerous potholes are not dealt with quickly enough
Hillfield Road footpath on left going towards the sea is badly in need of repair as far as the Bridgeway, and quite dangerous
for the elderly, in places
stop the parking in the High Street, posts put on the pavement outside Lloyds Chemist and the computer shop to stop cars
parking on the forecourt, someone is going to be knocked down one day. Roads and paths should be repaired more often
The drain in Lewis Rd by Box Rocks very bad. The pot holes around Selsey to be made up
would the council be prepared to offer the hedge cutting service to those who are elderly or infirm
the worst I've seen
try sitting in a wheelchair and being pushed around Selsey. It’s a nightmare and very painful
more pavements and paths
many potholes in the East Beach junction with Constable Rd area
some of the paths are very uneven
2d - could lead to problems - if someone falls they might blame the shopkeeper
2d - fast food / take away outlets should be responsible for keeping their frontages clean. 2f - many paths in Selsey are in
poor condition - danger to the elderly - especially south side of East Street
more posts / stands to secure bicycle when not in use in town
better drainage on footpaths (some) and some roads
holes in road and paths to be filled more quickly when they appear
2d - within reason. 2f - overhanging hedges and trees is a menace all over. There should be some overseeing by someone
(possibly community wardens ion their walks) who report such and then warning notices sent to residents to clean the
offending overhang on the public footway or be fined or charged for the council to do same
pot hoes, mud from Natures Way
too many pot holes in the roads. Paths ok
I would like to see sleeping policemen put along Manor Rd and also Hillfield Rd, to stop speeding there
speed cameras more controlled pedestrian crossings
a lot of paths are uneven. This needs to be rectified before someone falls and sues the council
resurfacing on most Selsey Roads
traffic calming schemes on roads such as Manor Road etc
disgusting
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pavements and paths are disgusting - a great danger to the many elderly and partially sighted who cannot see all the cracks
and ruts
road sweeper would be an advantage and path cleaner i.e. edges more waste bins and dog bins
lots of pot holes
many pot holes need attention
the roads generally are getting into a dreadful state and should be far better maintained
fill in potholes whether private roads or not (less accidents)
organised assistance for pensioners regarding 2e
to temporarily fill pot holes and not leave them to get worse. Manor Road is particularly bad at the moment
too many potholes in roads
when will the dangerous crossroads at Manor Road / East Beach be made safe
on the path that runs from Ellis Sq to Manor Lane. You have stopped cars from going thru here now but what stops the
children from running straight into the road. There is no path on the industrial side of Manor Lane so every one has to step
into the road. Why?
20mph speed limit would be ideal if it could be enforced
2d is a nice idea but what about disputed frontages and empty shops
they all need resurfacing
paths inadequately maintained. Kerbs broken. Weeds covering paths. Rubbish left to rot. Shopping end of 'Riviera' badly
kept - path with kerbstones missing. Brings down area
residents should be encouraged to have pride in their district and not only confine themselves to a tidy garden but the rood
outside of their property and clear up litter etc
2e - plenty of them overhanging. 2f - too man lorries and cars in and out of Selsey. Too fast, lorries are left hand drive
making it dangerous to see on bends
the verges at the top of Manor and onto Chichester Rd are left to grow far too high in the summer months. The look is one
of neglect. The weeds are sometimes 2ft high
improve the pavements throughout Selsey, a lot are in a bad state
paths in many places are very uneven
better road and pavement surface - no potholes in roads and pushing a wheelchair on some pavements very difficult when no
level
I think more should be done to deter litter dropping and encourage the picking up of litter
there are too many potholes in Selsey's roads
they are full of pot holes
well having to ride a bike through the village and spend more time in potholes than on the road it was not like this when I
was a girl
ensure people do not park on double yellow lines on main High Street
all need upgrading
road surfaces pretty poor e.g. East Road, High Street, Manor Road and also the new road past the Selsey Centre
the footpaths in Horsefield Road are in a perilous state, particularly from Paddock Lane to no 7. Also the roads have been
damaged. The entrance to the craughs is heavily cratered too. Re Horsefield Road there is no disabled access for house 16 34
1. Manor Road widened to remove parking on road. 2. Parking on Manor Road to be one side only. 3. Not parking on
double yellow lines to be enforced. 4. Manor Road / Church Road junction needs lights or roundabout
pot holes in many roads especially Manor Road and East Beach Road
dogs fouling on paths - owners should be fined
you wouldn’t think that Selsey paid anything to local authority road upkeep as all around town are awful
there is a problem with disabled scooters as they are very fast when on paths, they should be made to travel on the slow
switch when in the town
footpaths should be kept clear by council. Repairs to services, pot holes etc should be co-ordinated to reduce interruptions
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2d -unjust unless supported by over-all clampdown on casual litter
resurfacing needed
I fell in the middle of the road by East Beach shops where there is a large hole surely these should be repaired and checked
a roundabout is badly needed Church Road / Manor Road / Beach Road
the council should sweep roads and paths
lack of crossings for elderly people to cross the roads leading to the town, East Beach etc - should be light controlled
lorries should be limited by size
pot holes need to be filled din as soon as they get too big. Paths could be widener in places. Selsey / Chichester road made
wider to accommodate the huge lorries
stop parking on grass verges
more attention needed to bad surfaces and potholes
resurface Constable Drive and East Beach Road corner
footpaths in East Beach area are very poor
should consider placing a speed camera outside of Selsey Police Station
regular total inspection and maintenance to repair surfaces especially pot holes in all areas
2e - the charm of Selsey would be lost
ban cyclists on pavements. They are dangerous, discourteous and travel much too fast. Never see any police about to deal
with them on the spot
we feel there should be more dog poop boxes and special cycle routes or let cyclists ride on footpaths plus tractors should
pull over an not hold up traffic for mile after mile
cyclists should be fined for using paths and school children educated in safe way of cycling
many concrete roads are past their best and want terracing - especially around East Beach area
most side roads are full of pot holes, they need reinstating to a safe condition, make residents cut back their hedges to their
boundaries
path from High Street to Paddocks Lane is a dogs toilet
pavements in very bad condition, with pot holes and trip hazards
too many big potholes everywhere
Outside Lloyds Chemist it states no parkign and yet it is always full of cars. Nothing is ever done about it
an enforceable 20mph near schools. The large number of cracks and potholes on the roads need repairing. A drive around
the streets will show many holes
paths could be relaid and some roads. Especially on 51 bus route, Merryfield Drive area
the B2145 was never built for the amount of heavy traffic that uses it now. We need a new road that can take the articulated
lorries, heavy good lorries and tractors
the traffic through Kingsway has increased as has the speed in which they travel
Croft Road still not made up and taken over by the council. My section has no street lights, no drainage, no grass cutting,
although I still pay same community charge
I find some paths uneven and I have gove over more than once
repair potholes
2d - It would be a nice idea if shopkeepers did keep their frontage clean (regardless of what New York does!) However if
you are already paying extortionate rates… 2e - telephone numbers should be readily available for the general public to get
action on householders who do not prune and keep their gardens in order. I have seen many instances just recently where
overgrown plants/shrubs are so hazardous to the point of being a danger to the public. 2f - although I don’t believe a blanket
20mph speed limit should be imposed, I believe there should be more control of speed freaks! There are a number of boy
racer types in Selsey which never seem to be bought to book!
stop cars parking 1/2 on 1/2 off foot paths and cyclists riding on them. This causes problems for pushchairs, wheelchairs and
the visually impaired
lots of dips in some roads eg Seal Road. Need more street lamps on West side of Selsey
enforce existing speed limits and parking. Make a proper road surface fro the south end of Croft Road
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road into Selsey having road humps to slow down drivers, from St Peters Church to Medmerry School
street lighting is a joke. I have rung the department every month since August 2006 - there are still no street lights working
on the north side of Church Road, Selsey
dog owners to be heavily fined if the mess is not picked up
the potholes filled in better. People putting their bins off the path after emptying. Stop people parking on double yellow lines
everywhere
invest in more cycle routes so people don’t have to use their cars, to make us all a bit 'greener'
making a cycle path to Chichester
fed up with mud and potholes made by tractors on road
people with hedges overlapping pavements should keep them cut, as pushchairs or mobility chairs cannot get by
keep parking off the High Street instead of park and shop, even if they have a disables sticker
the East Beach coastal path is illegally used by numerous cyclists and motor cyclists. More notices banning this practice
could be erected and also additional visits by the community wardens would help
some side roads are full of potholes, some dangerous
Selsey road surface problems need to be addressed. They do not compare favourably with condition of the roads surrounding
West and East Wittering or Bracklesham
Mill Lane needs improved street lighting. Gutter drains (gulleys) need more regular cleaning out and footpaths should be
extended to the Windmill
DOG POO everywhere. It is a disgrace. Church Road - the grassed area on 'odd numbered' side should be removed and
possible allocated parking to 'even numbers' be given. This road is dangerous - even though a lot of traffic comes via Pye
development now
on Manor Road (from Selsey Centre) needs new road surfaces or repairs due to excessive volume of fast traffic tearing up
the road
2c - 20mph in the High Street if it could be enforced
Pavements in Selsey are awful in all areas - local roads badly pot holed
REPAIR THE POTHOLES IN Lingfield road
any hedges, bushes and plants I have found a nuisance. The dry twigs and branches catch on ones clothes and face. Also the
shingle that spreads from driveways onto the pavement can cause sprained ankles and even falls when trodden on
2c - Shopping centre only. 2d - providing they get a reduction in rates for doing so. 2e - definitely. 2f - many many rough
areas / potholes, especially Constable Drive / Beach Road junction, and Grove Road, not enough expenditure
Police to look out for non taxed and illegally parked cars
the footpaths are a dangerous place for pedestrians;. Due to the abuse by cyclists of all ages my wife has been injured twice
by cyclists coming from behind at speed. The law on this should be enforced
the paths in Selsey generally need updating as do the local roads in Selsey, they are dangerous whilst out walking
the side roads are as bad as the main road in some areas. Full of patches and potholes
existing speed limits of 30mph need to be enforced eg Beach Road
they should be better looked after
overhanging hedges should be cut and billed to householder, after 1 warning, if ignored
I think speed limits should be enforced in the High Street. I have witnessed large lorries speeding very near the pavements.
Its very dangerous for children and the aged
the highways agency are very slow at repairing the many dangerous potholes in the area, ie the potholes close to the new
Selsey Centre and Albion Road, it is also time the West Sussex County Council took over some of the unadopted roads in
Selsey, many of the roads carry large volumes of traffic from increased house building in Selsey and its totally unfair for
residents in these roads to have to foot repair bills
a 20 mph limit mean burning more fuel, thus more polution. Just enforce the 30 mph limit
entry to Mnor Farm Close - both the road and pavements need improving. Pavements very narrow near town hall
corner of Latham Road should have pavement not a mud path
absolute disgrace and downright dangerous
sort all potholes out down Manor Road by Pye
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East St / Grafton Rd / Manor Rd junction should be changed back to give East Street priority to slow down the traffic and
also to give a better view when crossing the junction
repairing potholes - especially in front of One Stop / Riviera section
repair paths and potholes in roads, don’t patch, doesn't work. More yellow lines and enforce illegal parking
there's a lot of potholes about everywhere in Selsey
need more regular cleaning. High Street double yellow line area needs policing, the parking fines could pay for the cleaning
shop owners, such as Box Rocks, should be made to clear the rubbish left by their customers - not just their shop frontages.
Regular cleaning - policing for parking in High Street on double yellow lines
when in good order maintain them, don’t let them get bad. Stop parking on pavement
to make the pavement wider the hedges and rubbish should be pruned back hard and cleared along School Lane and there
should be no parking along any part of School Lane. The road and parking in New Parade redesigned for better access and
parking and removal of area in front of riviera restaurant
paths in poor condition
people particularly children, drop litter everywhere without a thought. Some sort of campaign to enlighten them on
responsibility would be good, both from parents and schools. Dog poo is as always a major bug bear, particulatly on the sea
path
2e - mainly if its on the main road, but at the end of the day its up to them
we need speed humps Beach Road / Kingsway. We've seen 1 cat killed, 3 car wrecks into lamp posts and telegraph poles, 1
van written off and 2 cars damaged in 18 months
foot paths uneven and in need of repair
more bins for dog mess. 20mph limit or speed restrictions at start of West Street
East St footpaths have not been tarmaced from the year dot; stones showing. Parking on grass verges creating poor visability
for pulling out from drives in Manor Road
the potholes and raised paving slabs should be checked and repaired frequently
more adoption of private roads
virtually all roads and paths in Selsey are in a deplorable state
overhanging hedges are a particular problem in Sidlesham
20mph speed limit outside schools - temporary. Go and look at Aldingbourne
too many potholes at kerb edge
Seal Road is a disgrace with many potholes
repairs to roads and paths. When pot holes are repaired by ? Holes not cut out sealed and tarmaced in correctly. Most repairs
fall out next day
a dog bin should be placed in East Street approaching Seal school from High Street
should be cleaned more, as always broken bottles, dogs much everywhere
if shop keeps look after own frontage, there should be good back up with general street cleaning, with strong litter control
2c - but try enforcing the 30mph limit. You've got CCTV. 2d - but try monitoring and prosecuting litterers. You've got
CCTV. 2e - within reasonable limits. 2f - Road surfaces generally are pretty poor everywhere, even on new roads such as the
extension to Manor Road to the Pyefield roundabout. The area around the East Beach shops for example appears to be just
one big pothole - with random bits of tarmac shovelled into it
Public footpaths should be cut back as they are unpassable at times. (linking Kingsway to Merryfield)
the amount of dog mess on pavements and parks is horrendous
in return for council tax reduction
paths generally good, road conditions terrible
not adequate for the large vehicles using it
no parking on grass
have seen shopkeepers sweeping, so don’t really see it as a problem. Alleyways are definitely overgrown in places
stop parking on double yellow lines - maybe hanging baskets on poles (similar to Bognor) - create a more continental feel in
High Street
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the car park in East Street when exiting, the road to the right (highest side) is obstructed by greenery, making you pull well
out into the road
2c - 25mph maybe in the shopping areas - not elsewhere
East Street; abuse of the green at Fishermans Walk for parking and now dangerous through traffic over green - bollards
removed should be re-erected
re 2e - hedges should not be trimmed back provided the overhang is 6'6 or 2 metres in height. Re 2c - 20mph in the High
Street ok
East Beach shopping area parking is dangerous. Should park along kerb and not into kerb. Enlarge parking area by shops in
Marisfield Place
Manor Road is in need of repair and Seal Road, too many pot holes, also Paddock Lane is very bad, my sone punctured his
wheel but the wheel had to be replaced it was so bad
mend potholes in roads
please stop the speeding along Grafton and Manor Roads especially Friday and Saturday nights. Where are Police?
2c - but who will police it. Can’t even control 30mph. 2d - shop keepers already pay a high business rate and this facility
should be included. 2f - the paths and roads in general are in a poor state, but I believe this is the Districts problem
yes, they are mostly uneven and very difficult to walk on
2c - enforce existing limit 2d - no not unless a business rate offset is allowed. 2e - enforce existing requirements. 2f - many
footways all through the 'village' are poorly maintained and unsafe for pedestrians of any age
the constant road works over nearly a year between Hunston and Sidlesham?
Dogs poo - A licence shoul dbe obtained to own a dog - the money could be used to put wardens on our parks to ensure any
feaces is disposed of properly
pot holes need repairing on roads
2d - what do they pay rates for? 2f - Junction at Church Road / Manor Road is dangerous, especially when coming from
Chichester
restriction on large vehicles using Paddock Lane, causing deep ruts and broken edges (Southern section)
some (quite a few) roads need resurfacing and are in a very poor state
In the 10 years we've lived here the number of lorries coming to the farm in Selsey has more than doubled
B2145 isw a dangerous road especially with heavy lorries - cyclists in particular are in danger
2d - if its their own rubbish yes. 2e - overhanging hedges can be dangerous. All footpaths should be checked
the roads and paths in Selsey are a disgrace, full of potholes, what are our taxes and road tax spent on?
2c - 20 mph around Seal and Medmerry schools. Many car drivers in Selsey fail to adere to the 30mph limit regularly. How
would a 20mph blanket limit be policed? The average spped around East Beach is 50+
paths in very poor condition - (electric buggy - impossible to use on some paths limits accessability)
some paths in poor state of repair
Road conditions in Selsey absolute disgrace probavly worst in country. Paths not much better
High Street - unsightly. Generally - untidy and too much dog poo
2e - elderly or ill people may not be able to do this, so definitely no. 2f - vandals causing damage to properties. Broken glass
on paths and roads particulay in side streets, also around pilar box by Fishermans Joy once during winter etc etc. often glass
is there on paths for ages
more attentionj to road / path surfaces East Beach area
we need cycle paths from Selsey and in Selsey
I have lived here since 1984 and have not known the pavement outside my house to be redone once in all those years
both public and private highways should be maintained to adequate safety levels
I though that householders having to keep the hedges trimmed etc was a regulation anyway. There must be more policing of
parking in High Street / parking on double yellow lines. The situation is absurd
Manor Road between Beech Road and the Selsey Centre. Although repairs keep being carried ut more holes keep appearing
and where the road keeps breaking up large lumps of tar etc have been leftand as the cars etc go by a number of the debris
flings up and nearly misses a number of pedestrians
very uneven surfaces actually different. Shop keepers spreading over and hoarding on foot path even chairs
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the roads in Selsey are atrocious with pot holes everwhere. We car drivers feel what it is doing to our cars. It is disgusting.
Why do we pay
Should be a roundabout at junction of East Street and Grafton Road, there are a lot of near misses here. The roads should
have cycle tracks alongside them.
but cannot see drivers taking any notice. Most of Selsey has a 30mph limit now but no notice is taken. Hedges should be cut
behing the edge of the property as a years growth will take them beyond the edge
uneven pavements. Potholes in road
mini roundabout at the crossroads by the Fishermans Joy
many roads unsafe for cars and pedestrians due to potholes, broken verges, no pavements etc. too many cars parked on
double yellow lines in High Street - no legal enforcement
harsher regulations regarding 'dog fouling' - on paths, roads, sea wall and beach also green areas. Selsey is like a huge dog
toilet
2d - very unfair on small businesses with minumum staff, at least the public could see something more visible for their counc
tax expenses if WSCC or CDC took this on. 2e - Surely this is already dealt with by WSCC. What are they doing to
implement existing responsibilities that they have. 2f - condition of both roads and paths leaves a great deal to be desired,
potholes . Sunken verges where rain water lies and the public get spashed by inconsiderate drivers - cracked and misaligned
pavements and paving slabs Hillfield Road, immediately south of the Tandoori Reastaurant on the east side of Hillfield. The
actual condition of both the B2145 and roads within Selsey is very poor. The incidence of speeding in areas where care is
needed is increasing. Bad areas I have noted are Hillfield Road, Manor Road and East Street. I suppose Church Road could
be another long straight road affected / hence the notion of chicanes. I've even seen it happening in the shopping area of High
St. The incidence of drivers shooting the pedestrian crossing in High St is also increasing, even when it’s quite clear that
pedestrians are waiting to cross. Sooner or later there will be an accident there. Traffic lights - if so to help the buses how
about a one-way system to include Grafton Road / Seal Rd. To forbid High Street to buses altogether is out - else shoppers
would never get shopp to eg East Beach having visited High Street to buy provisions locally, as distinct from going to
Chichester
2c - but would need to be enforced, especially the youngsters speeding. 2f - pavement surfaces should be maintained, so that
elderly can walk without tripping over
the 30mph can’t be enforced, so what chance for introducing 20mph
2c - who would enforce 20mph speed limit? The 30mph limit isn’t. 2d - insurance implication. 2e - but who enforces this?
2f - Potholes need urgent attention almost everywhere
the sea wall walk was very badley cleared after the rough seas. Still lots of pebbles under the seats netween Pagham and the
Lifeboat Station
charge for more than one car per household using the roads as regular parking. People with garages and drives should be
asked to use them rather than parking on the roads. Work vans etc should not park in residential areas - work site parking
should be the norm
all roads and footpaths need doing including the waste of space footpaths in the High Street. Double red lines outside all of
the shops in the High Street
street cleaning is poor. Colt Street , Old Farm Road as examples
trafic warden needed especially for the High Street
Junction at Church Road, Manor Road and Beach Road very very very dangerous for all pedestrians and car users. Needs
looking at urgently
WECC to deal promptly with all potholes, ditto responsible fraontages on private roads eg Seal Road
dedicated cycleway the entire length of the peninsula, to keep cyclists separate from traffic and encourage cycling
clamp down on cars who park on double yellow lines and on pavements necessitating pedestrians to walk in the road. This
happens daily in McNair Close
hedges height should be restricted as governed by deed of property. Off road cycle path essential from Selsey to join Pagham
Nature reserve
too many potholes - cycle lane wanted (off road)
2e - this might prove difficult for some older folk. 2f - repair should be made as and where required - potholes etc
2d - prize for best shop frontage, name/shame worst. 2e - not practical for old and infirm
people should be expected to park cars in their own grounds, if they have them. Paying for parking spaces on the road
outside of houses should be considered. Works vehicles should not be parked by private properties but should be lodged at
respective depot and work places
if people don’t trim their hedges to their boundary they should be fined
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2d - my parents were shopkeepers here in Selsey 40 years ago and they always kept their frontages clean, thought that was a
given. 2f - Manor Road over to Grafton Road a race track, the priorities should never have changed from East St down.
Needed traffic lights there. Car drivers parking on pavements etc anywhere but in the car parks or on their drive ways or just
plain ignorant, too lazy to bother parking sensibly or legally
people drive too fast, doesn’t need to go down to 20mph but stick to 30mph
get the dog muck off our paths
the state of many roads in Selsey is appalling, with many potholes. Better police enforcement of parking on double yellow
lines in High Street. We don’t need a 20mph limit, just better enforcement of the current limits
dirt left on roads by tractors is dangerous. Fly tipping - increased since 'refuse collection' reduced
a lot of footpaths are in a very poor state
2d - nice idea but if shop owners don’t do it, could lead to a real problem with litter etc in the High Street. 2f -anor Road currently traffic is too fast and its unsafe due to park, leisure centre and nursery. Needs a proper pedestrian crossing by the
leisure centre
it would be nice if something was done
pot holes in Selsey roads are a danger to all. More so bike users
the pot holes in the roads need filling in with a better quality filler
comments on the condition of paths. Could go on for ever. I would like to see the person who decreed the furface of East St
walk bare foot on the pavement the whole length of it. Delicious. I always feel as though I am walking on a bed of nails. It
really is a disgrace
due to expansion of Selsey we are in need of a second route in
too many potholes
no parking on grass verges
stop allowing cars to park on grass verges which ruin them
they should build a cycle path into Chichester as the road is very dangerous to cycle on
build another road
the hedges can be over the edges but not really bad
smoother roads
wider footpaths
drivers should be more aware of children
road works should be made a priority to get them completed, not hanging around for weeks or months
bad pot holes on road surface Church Road and East Beach Road
2d - a shop front policy would be good - the shops looked fantastic at christmas and easter so perhaps this exists in part. 2e help to be provided to elderly or infirm. 2f - residents should not operate businesses from front gardens. Front gardens
should not be completely paved over and paving should be permeable. Residents should not blanket park on kersides
permanently as happens with resident of 5 Chichester Rd.
2d - shops pay tax so the council should provide road cleaning . Sweeping as they do in London
the B2145 is completely inadequate for the volume of traffic. However short of building a new road probably minor
improvements can be made
the quality of the road around East Beach Shops is terible, no sooner do you fille the holes - more appear. We need some
safe cycle paths
we need many more trees, the whole lay out looks like a holiday camp
remove speed bunps going into Sidlesham as they are dangerous to motorcycles
stop so many motorbility scooters on the road and make them all take some type of classes in road behaviour - they are a
menace
roundabout at junction of Manor Rd, Church Road and Beach Road
A27 is worse than the M25
speed bumps shoul dbe used on some roads especially from Church rd roundabout to Royal British Legion - drivers leaving
the Legion can only see a short distance to the right
some pavement areas are very uneven and dangerous to walk on (especially for elderly)
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bus route between East Beach and Selsey High Street is in poor state. Patching not the answer
why do they have to put pipe lines under the road. Surely it could be done on the verges and occassionally cross the B2145
to the verge on the other side and so on
potholes in road at East Beach shops are dangerous, cars swerve to avoid them
many road repairs are left with uneven surfaces making driving very lumpy
2d - in areas like East Beach and around Riviera. 2f - paths are poor in lots of places round East Beach - (try riding an
electric buggy you can nearly get thrown off). Too many ridges and holes in roads for safe bike riding again can nearly get
thrown off
2c - but there are not sufficient police to do so. 2f - all roads and paths are substandard
we should take pride in our house areas. Selsey roads need fully repairing, there is so many potholes, and bumps and humps
20 mph in High Street possibly. Pot holes have appeared all over roads in and around Selsey - can something be done to
improve situation
pavements need to be maintained
shopkeepers should all have clean windows and frames to their shops, clean frontages. Traffic wardens everyday please
there are some pavements that could be made safer for people to walk on without stumbling or walking through puddles eg
Malthouse Raod, Manor Road etc. overflowing gutters on corner of Lewis Road making it difficult to cross road when
raining. Side roads kept cleaner
many of Selseys roads have large potholes and only temporary mending. As a cyclist I find this very dangerous
repairs of and gulley maintenance seem non existant
not kept to a good standard of repair
I though hedges . Trees that do overhang must be trimmed to a height of 7ft above footpath. Is there a defined height for
branches overhanging the road?
The condition of the B2145 is poor. In view of the amount of traffic using this road daily, urgent and regular upkeep should
be maintained
imrove path outside Box Rocks - very dangerous for unsteady individuals
If the housholders do not keep hedges trimmed council should do it and fine housholders hard
there are too many footpaths in Selsey where the hedges have taken over the paths. If housholders don’t keep hedges
trimmed the council should do it and charge householder
all roads and paths repaired
dogs muck on the paths, disgusting
No point in making lower limit as current limit not enforced. Stop paying lip service to High Street parking. It is dangerous
All roads and paths in Selsey need stripping and resurfacing. WSCC should put a program in place to maintain regularly and
should adopt all roads within Selsey
generally satisfactory, some roads suffer from many potholes. A program of full depth resurfacing . Relaying should be
considered
All roads on Manhood 40mph. Is it possible to enforce speed limits. Foot paths things to avoid: Dog poo; push chairs;
prams; wheel chairs; scooters; roller boots; roller blades; bicycles; motorised wheel chairs; and people
more maintenance on roads and paths
stop parking on double yellow lines
under used footpaths shared by cyclists
Main road out of Selsey to Chichester is full of large pot holes. Manor road is like a race track - needs a speed camera
dog mess is a real problem - the children often go out for a walk and step in it, though they stay on the tarmac paths
very important that hedges should not be cut in the nesting season March - July. This would be publicised - notices in counci
offices and library
The paths from Hillfield Road to the High Street are in poor condition making it difficult for wheelchair users. A very
different spot is from British Legion to the Council Office where there is little walking provision. Crossing to the other side
of the road presents a problem since there is no pedestrian crossing until the entrance to Budgens
There is no point in having a 20mph speed limit as the present speed limit is often not adhered to
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Any further comments you have on Roads and Paths?
All roads and paths approaching beach entry should have large sign stating dogs must be kept on leads at all times - for the
sake of dogs that are in control on leash and the obvious problem of stepping in 'dog on the loose faecees'. How very dare
the irresponsible 'shit in the head' owners maintain I am not in control of my dogs - when their shitty little bundles of fluff ge
in my dogs face and arse. Cute I don’t think.
roads and paths are in a poor state. Condition of road surfaces are very poor. Parking on some roads is a hazard
The footpath surfaces should be improved. In places they are dangerous for old folk who use buggies
Selsey lacks street lighting in some areas
house owners should also be responsible for sweeping their own frontage, as they are in Germany and Austria. 20 mph in
High Street and outside schools etc
wish something could be done about the dog poo on the pavements. Walking kis to school is a nightmare so its easier to use
the car
some of our grass verges are old meadowland full of wild flowers. I would encourage people to preserve these and
discourage too much mowing etc
we never see a road sweeper. Or gully cleaner in our road and roads are suffering weed adjacent to the kerb
further repair and resurfacing to be undertaken
2e - perhaps some assistance should be given to those pysically or financially unable to do so
Traffic calming needed in Grafton Road / Manor Road. Double yellow lines should be painted at every junction, too much
dangerous parking. Grafton / Grove now very dangerous for children to from school, cars too close to junction. Beach Road
full of pot holes from Manor Road to shops
need for drain clearing and road swepping on the sea end of Warner Road
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